
Pulaski County Board of Education  

Estimate/Quote for Cafeteria Tables  

 

Quote Released December 10, 2021 

Response Due January 3, 2022 

 

Quotes will be narrowed to 2-3 Responses and 

an RFP will be released by January 7, 2022 to 

those top 2-3 vendors. 

 

The RFP’s will not be due till early February.  

This will allow plenty of time for trips to 

schools if needed.  





Specifications Requirements for Cafeteria Quote 

 

1.  High pressure laminate tops and laminate or vinyl bottoms with an edge, 

 making tables moisture proof  

2.  Easy operation table folding mechanism—with high speed gas cylinders.     

 Include warranty information on this 

3.  Include all warranty information  

4.  Wheels and casters must be double ball bearing—and be made to help    

 prevent floor damage.  A sample must be provided with your response   

5.      At least a 16 gauge tubing with high strength - tables should be light to                

 handle but very strong and durable.   

6.  Reinforced glides contain metal washers to prevent leg tubes from breaking 

 through bottom. Aircraft Lock-nuts or equal strength.                                                   

 Tamper-resistant lock-nuts are used at all mounting points and won’t loosen 

 over time.  

7.  Please send 1 sample of stool—a color swatch - and sample of leg/frame  

 and of a caster  

8.  Please include size and weight capacity on the stool sample sent                                                             

 

9.  Are tables built in your facility or elsewhere and what is the turnover time?

 Any issue with holding all orders and shipping in the summer?  

 

10.   If possible, I would like a drawing to show approximate layouts for the  

 schools measurements were provided for  



Prepster 16 stool  27” 

10 tables  

Graduate  round tables  

8 tables  

TC65 Senior tables  

6 tables  

 WOOLAMAI BRUSH BLUE  

Black stools  

Chrome legs  

 

Possible logo on rounds  

 

43 x 73 



64 

feet 

 

62 feet—only 48 usable  

There are rooms here 

17 

feet 
Using SICO as example  

2 cadet preschool tables  

Using SICO as example  

10 TC-65 senior tables  

7 round tables ( possibly 8)  Graduate 27” 

In these colors  (black and red) with this logo on the round tables only  

Chrome legs  

 

MAYBE  



Day Treatment– Eagle Academy  

500 Chandler Street 

 Somerset, KY 42501  
 

36x60 

 

Using SICO  as a guide  

 

10 round graduates or  

1 communicator  

 

Pewter brush with black stools and chrome legs 



We ordered 12 of these about 3 years ago from Palmer Hamilton -              

some orange brushed or tangerine and some blue brushed or woolamai 

brush blue-  with a warrior logo  

 

Currently have 50 round tables in this area  

Would like a few additional seats  

We want to match up to what we previously ordered  

Southern Middle School  

The original order was from 2012  

Ordered 12 additional 3-4 years ago  

 

Please quote 40 qty 



Woolamai brush laminate tops with  

Orange zest stools—chrome frames  

58 x 47 room  

16 TC-65 Senior tables 12 per—27” height—color 4746-60 

9 Graduate round tables  - 8 per—27” height - color 4746-60 with logo 

Chrome legs and black edge— 

Southern elem 



SHOPVILLE 

GREEN TIGRIS or SPROUT COLOR  

Black stools  

Or BLACK TOPS with hunter green 

stools and edge trim  

Chrome legs on either  

  

2 options  

Please replace 2 tables from  

each of these with 2 preschool 

tables—16 seat 

22’ 

 

62’ 

42’ 

50’ 



3 Preschool Tables - 16 seat  12 feet each– short height 

9 TC65 senior tables—12 seat 27” height  

USING THESE COLORS 

Black and red with 

chrome  

Room is 44 x 44   

3 27” height  16 seat  12 feet 

BURNSIDE 



Pulaski High 
This is a huge cafeteria that will need to be measured to ensure a 500 seating 

capacity. Here is the information I have to help to get a quote started.                                            

They have 6 existing round tables that will not need replaced                                                            

They would like: 

6 6ft bench tables—Similar to ACB 6 or Sico or 3 of the SICO 3 in 1 convertible tables– 

these tables would need pushed against a wall and seating only on one side 

12 4 ft square tables—similar to AMTAB MST44 or Sico TC65 or 65D 

30 12 seat tables -  similar to Sico TC-65 President  or Senior—      

or AMTAB 1012-1212– MWT12 depending on what will fit in the area 

5 60” round or octagon— similar to Sico Graduate table or Amtab 608 

1 of these with no stools for wheel chair accessibility  

2 Bistro tables and 8 bistro chairs - similar to AMTAB CBR 42 

OR
32   ELLIPTICAL TABLES 12 SEATERS
2     ROUND TABLES 8 SEATERS
18   ALL IN ONE 3 SEATERS  TO GO AGAINST THE WALL
       2 ROUND OR 1 10 FOOT STAFF TABLE
       1 ROUND NO STOOLS FOR ADA
6     EXISTING ROUND 






